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Prestone® - Trusted quality since 1927. The brand for mechanics
who want to do the job right – the first time.
Since 1927, the mission at Prestone is unchanged – Provide the
finest automotive fluids in the world. As the leader in Antifreeze,
Brake Fluid, and other automotive fluids, Prestone has developed
the well-earned reputation as the innovation and quality leader.
Prestone has long been relied on by manufacturers worldwide to
develop the most advanced products and testing methodologies.
The industry-leading Prestone Technology Center and corporateowned production facilities continue to set the standard for
product and process excellence.
Prestone has always been the industry leader in innovation and
continues to set the standard. With the successful launch of
Prestone with Cor-Guard™ Inhibitors, Prestone continues to provide

leading-edge technology that improves the life of engines. In
addition to the superior corrosion-stopping Cor-Guard™ inhibitors,
Prestone Command® products continue to deliver the technology
and innovation that fleets can trust. Brake and Power Steering
Fluids continue to dominate their categories with products that
last longer and provide the customer with peace of mind that the
job was done right.
The best service centers know consumers trust Prestone to keep
their cars and trucks running optimally. With your reputation on
the line, with every product and every service that you perform,
don’t take chances with less respected brands. Prestone it.

NO MATTER WHAT COLOUR
YOUR ANTIFREEZE IS...
GM
Chrysler/Fiat
Ford

Mercedes, BMW,
Mini Cooper, Audi,
Porsche, Volkswagen
Volvo, Jaguar,
Land Rover
SAAB

Toyota, Nissan,
Honda, Mazda &
Other Makes

FULLY COMPATIBLE

ASIAN

EUROPEAN

DOMESTIC

CARS, SUVs AND LIGHT DUTY TRUCKS

GUARANTEED FOR ALL VEHICLES
(DOMESTIC/ASIAN/EUROPEAN)

Learn what Cor-Guard™
means for your vehicle!

.com

STOPS THE SPREAD OF CORROSION
DELIVERS LONGER ENGINE LIFE
INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY

ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
PRESTONE® EXTENDED LIFE ALL MAKES ALL MODELS
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Prestone® Concentrate and 50/50 Antifreeze/Coolant help a vehicle’s engine last longer
with improved extended life technology. Fortified with Cor-Guard™ inhibitors, Prestone’s
patented formula prevents corrosion, helping a vehicle’s cooling system run more efficiently
and last longer. Prestone with Cor-Guard™ inhibitors is compatible with ANY antifreeze/
coolant, regardless of color, and can be used in ALL makes and models of cars or light duty
trucks. Prestone Concentrate provides protection up to 5 years or 250,000 km when flushed
and filled according to directions. Prestone meets or exceeds ASTM D3306 and D4985 for
corrosion protection for cars and light duty trucks. Top-off a vehicle’s cooling system with
Prestone 50/50, which is a blend of concentrated antifreeze/coolant and demineralized
water.
CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

71621

6 20235-71621 9

71175

6 20235-71175 7

6/3.78L

71621 3.78 L

Pump protected by
COR-GUARD™

71175 3.78 L

Don’t let your pump
look like this.**

Prestone® 50/50 Pre-mixed is available in convenient 1.89 L size
50/50

UPC

PACK

71183

6 20235-71183 2

6/1.89 L

71183 1.89 L

FLUID COLOR

PRESTONE® DEX-COOL® EXTENDED LIFE ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Prestone® DEX-COOL® Concentrate and 50/50 are formulated for use in ALL vehicles
that require DEX-COOL antifreeze/coolant. They can also be used in ALL other cars
and light duty trucks that use extended life coolant. Prestone DEX-COOL Concentrate
provides up to 5 years or 250,000 km of protection when flushed and filled according
to directions. Prestone DEX-COOL 50/50 is the featured factory-filled blend used by
major auto manufacturers. The blend contains 50% antifreeze for temperature and
corrosion protection and 50% demineralized water for vital heat transfer. Prestone
DEX-COOL meets or exceeds ASTM D3306 ASTM D4985 and SAE standards for corrosion
protection and meets General Motors GMW3420 (GM 6277M), Ford WSS-M97B44-D, and
property and performance specification requirements for FCA (Fiat/Chrysler) MS12106
(MS-7170 & MS-9769). Prestone DEX-COOL Antifreeze/Coolant has been approved by
General Motors to be licensed as DEX-COOL product under the GM 6277M specification.
CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

71118

6 20235-71118 4

71159

6 20235-71159 7

6/3.78L

71118
71159

FLUID COLOR

**Pumps used to test the ability to protect against cavitation corrosion.
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CELSIUS ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
CELSIUS® BY PRESTONE® EXTENDED LIFE ALL MAKES ALL MODELS
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Celsius® Extended Life AMAM Concentrate and 50/50 are compatible with ANY
antifreeze/coolant in ANY vehicle with aluminum or other cooling system metals. The
formulas have a blend of long-lasting inhibitors to guard against temperature extremes
and the effects of rust, corrosion, and premature water pump failure. Top-up your cooling
system with Celsius extended life AMAM 50/50, which is a blend of 50% antifreeze and
50% demineralized water. Celsius Concentrate and 50/50 meet or exceed ASTM D3306 and
D4985 for corrosion protection for cars and light duty trucks, while providing reliable freezeup and boil-over protection.
CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

11551

6 20235-11551 7

11576

6 20235-11576 0

6/3.78 L

-

-

11568

6 20235-11568 5

205 L drum

11551

11576

FLUID COLOR

COOLING SYSTEM TREATMENTS
Prestone® Radiator Flush + Cleaner is a premium 2-in-1 formula designed for either a
quick flush or for a heavy duty cleaning. It removes rust, corrosion, scale, and solid materials
from the cooling system to help prevent overheating, a leading cause of engine failure.
Prestone® Radiator Stop Leak’s patented formula quickly stops leaks in radiators, water
pumps, and heater cores, while also protecting against pitting and corrosion.
Prestone® Radiator Sealer’s patented formulation quickly seals larger leaks in radiators,
heater cores, and water pumps to provide a strong and durable seal.
Prestone® Radiator Complete Care Prestone Radiator Complete Care provides complete
cooling system restoration and protection in just one treatment. Patented grafted polymer
technology protects water pump life by reducing friction and protection against rust and
corrosion.
Prestone® Radiator Complete Care + Stop Leak Prestone Radiator Complete Care +
Stop Leak provides complete cooling system restoration and protection in just one treatment,
PLUS stops and prevents leaks in radiators, heater cores and water pumps. Patented grafted
polymer technology protects water pump life by reducing friction and protection against rust
and corrosion.
STOCK #

UPC

PACK

73007

6 20235-73007 9

6/650ml

RADIATOR FLUSH + CLEANER

73015

6 20235-73015 4

6/325ml

RADIATOR STOP LEAK

73023

6 20235-73023 9

6/325ml

RADIATOR SEALER

73031

6 20235-73031 4

6/650ml

RADIATOR COMPLETE CARE

73049

6 20235-73049 9

6/650ml

RADIATOR CARE + STOP LEAK

FLUSH & FILL
REFERENCE VIDEO
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73007

73031

73015

73023

73049

COOLING SYSTEM TOOLS
PRESTONE ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT TESTER

Prestone Antifreeze/Coolant tester Enables quick and easy testing of coolant for
anti-freeze protection, and summer time testing of anti-boil protection. Allows important
inspection of fluid for rust and sediment. Works for all ethylene glycol coolants, including
Prestone DexCool extended life antifreeze/coolant.
STOCK #

UPC

PACK

70795

6 20235-70795 8
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ICE FIGHTERS
PRESTONE WINDSHIELD DE-ICER

Prestone® Windshield De-Icer is made from a concentrated, high-performance, icemelting formula that quickly melts ice and helps reduce dangerous refreeze. A convenient
ice scraper top helps clear icy windshields. The uniquely designed micro edge scraper can
withstand tough use, with its strong polycarbonate blade.
STOCK #

UPC

PACK

70531

6 20235-70531 2

12/312 g

PRESTONE ICE & FROST SHIELD

Prestone® Ice and Frost Shield vehicle glass treatment is a night before treatment to
help reduce morning frost, light ice and snow, so it won’t stick to the windshield and wiper
blades. This product reduces the time and effort it takes to clear winter window glass. Spray
on at night, frost won’t stick in the morning.
STOCK #

UPC

PACK

70912

6 20235-70912 9

6/768 ml
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HEAVY DUTY ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
PRESTONE COMMAND® HEAVY DUTY NITRITE FREE EXTENDED LIFE
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Prestone Command® Heavy Duty Nitrite Free Extended Life Concentrate and 50/50
Antifreeze/Coolant are Organic Acid Technology (OAT) for use and compatible with ANY
OAT Extended Life Heavy Duty antifreeze/coolant in ANY diesel powered commercial vehicle
engine or stationary engine. Its advanced, patented formulation is a concentrated blend of
premium long-lasting inhibitors to provide up to 600,000 miles/12,000 hours* of protection
against temperature extremes, rust, corrosion, scale, and premature water pump failure.
*TOP UP: Will maintain extended life protection when added to any OAT Extended Life antifreeze/coolant.
FLUSH AND FILL: Receive protection for up to 600,000 miles or 12,000 hours with a complete flush and fill using Prestone
Command Nitrite Free Heavy Duty Extended Life Concentrate.

CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

74089

6 20235-74089 4

74097

6 20235-74097 9

3.78 L

74807

6 20235-74807 4

74815

6 20235-74815 9

205 L

74347 1KL/F

6 20235-74347 5

74352 1KL/F

6 20235-74352 9

1,000 L

74089
74097

FLUID COLOR

PRESTONE COMMAND® HEAVY DUTY EXTENDED LIFE
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Prestone Command® Heavy Duty Concentrate and 50/50 Antifreeze/Coolant
are Nitrited Organic Acid Technology (NOAT) for use and compatibility with ANY NOAT
Extended Life Heavy Duty antifreeze/coolant in ANY diesel powered commercial vehicle
engine or stationary engine. Its advanced, patented formulation is a concentrated blend of
premium long-lasting inhibitors designed to provide up to 600,000 miles / 12,000 hours*
of protection against temperature extremes, rust, corrosion, scale and premature water
pump failure.
*TOP UP: Will maintain extended life protection when added to any NOAT Extended Life antifreeze/coolant.
FLUSH AND FILL: Receive protection for up to 600,000 miles or 12,000 hours with a complete flush and fill using Prestone
Command Heavy Duty Extended Life Concentrate. Requires addition of extender (HD300) at 300,000 miles or 6,000 hours.

CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

74047

6 20235-74047 4

74055

6 20235-74055 9

3.78 L

74063

6 20235-74063 4

74071

6 20235-74071 9

205 L

74321 1KL/F

6 20235-74321 5

74339 1KL/F

6 20235-74339 0

1,000 L

74047
74055

FLUID COLOR

PRESTONE COMMAND® HEAVY DUTY EXTENDED SERVICE INTERVAL
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT

Prestone Command® Heavy Duty Extended Service Interval Concentrate and
50/50 have advanced corrosion protection technology. The pre-charged extended service
interval (ESI) technology product is compatible with ANY conventional heavy duty coolant
and ALL filter technologies. Prestone Command antifreeze/coolant can be used with ANY
antifreeze/coolant in ANY heavy duty engine used in normal to severe duty cycles and
extreme temperature conditions. These products will provide protection against freezing,
overheating, cavitation erosion, corrosion, and scale & foaming without the need of in the
initial fill and maintain extended service protection when added to any HD ESI antifreeze/
coolant.*
*Use HD200 Supplemental Coolant Additive, as required, to maintain your cooling system.

CONCENTRATE

UPC

50/50

UPC

PACK

74005

6 20235-74005 4

74013

6 20235-74013 9

3.78 L

74021

6 20235-74021 4

74039

6 20235-74039 9

205 L

74305 1KL/F

6 20235-74305 5

74313 1KL/F

6 20235-74313 0

1,000 L

74005
74013

FLUID COLOR

Available in drums & totes
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HEAVY DUTY/SERVICE TOOLS
PRESTONE COMMAND® DEF AND EG REFRACTOMETER

Prestone Command® DEF and EG Refractometer is the go-to tool for measuring the
freeze/boil-over protection of ethylene glycol-based coolants and for the testing of urea
content in DEF. Instructions and storage case are included. Not for use with propylene
glycol-based antifreeze/coolant.
STOCK #

UPC

PACK

AFC200

7 97496-87928 8
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TAKE COMMAND WITH THE
COMPLETE SOLUTION.
At Prestone, we know it’s about increasing uptime and decreasing
maintenance costs. Prestone has pioneered antifreeze/coolant
innovation for the better part of a century. It’s what we do. And we’ve
done it again with the Prestone Command® family of products. Our
advanced and patented antifreeze/ coolant formulas, additives and
testing products deliver the technology and innovation fleets can trust.
It doesn’t matter if you’re rolling through brutal heat or grinding cold –
when big rigs go out of commission, money is lost.
The Prestone Command® line of heavy duty antifreeze, additives,
and testing products delivers the technology and innovation fleets
can trust. These products protect your engine from extreme on-road
conditions and corrosion, while increasing uptime with the proven
reliability of Prestone.

Prestone Antifreeze/coolant has protected
vehicle cooling systems since1927.

www.PrestoneCommand.com
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